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Abstract
Speech media, that is, digital audio and video containing spoken content, has blossomed in recent years. Large collections are accruing
on the Internet as well as in private and enterprise settings. This
growth has motivated extensive research on techniques and technologies
that facilitate reliable indexing and retrieval. Spoken content retrieval
(SCR) requires the combination of audio and speech processing technologies with methods from information retrieval (IR). SCR research
initially investigated planned speech structured in document-like units,
but has subsequently shifted focus to more informal spoken content
produced spontaneously, outside of the studio and in conversational
settings. This survey provides an overview of the field of SCR encompassing component technologies, the relationship of SCR to text IR
and automatic speech recognition and user interaction issues. It is
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aimed at researchers with backgrounds in speech technology or IR
who are seeking deeper insight on how these fields are integrated to
support research and development, thus addressing the core challenges
of SCR.
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1
Introduction

Spoken Content Retrieval (SCR) provides users with access to digitized audio-visual content with a spoken language component. In recent
years, the phenomenon of “speech media,” media involving the spoken
word, has developed in four important respects.
First, and perhaps most often noted, is the unprecedented volume
of stored digital spoken content that has accumulated online and in
institutional, enterprise and other private contexts. Speech media collections contain valuable information, but their sheer volume makes
this information useless unless spoken audio can be effectively browsed
and searched.
Second, the form taken by speech media has grown progressively
diverse. Most obviously, speech media includes spoken-word audio collections and collections of video containing spoken content. However,
a speech track can accompany an increasingly broad range of media.
For example, speech annotation can be associated with images captured with smartphones. Current developments are characterized by
dramatic growth in the volume of spoken content that is spontaneous
and is recorded outside of the studio, often in conversational settings.

1
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Third, the different functions fulfilled by speech media have
increased in variety. The spoken word can be used as a medium for communicating factual information. Examples of this function range from
material that has been scripted and produced explicitly as video, such
as television documentaries, to material produced for a live audience
and then recorded, such as lectures. The spoken word can be used as
a historical record. Examples include speech media that records events
directly, such as meetings, as well as speech media that captures events
that are recounted, such as interviews. The spoken word can also be
used as a form of entertainment. The importance of the entertainment
function is reflected in creative efforts ranging from professional film to
user-generated video on the Internet.
Fourth, user attitudes towards speech media and the use of speech
media have evolved greatly. Although privacy concerns dominate, the
acceptance of the creation of speech recordings, for example, of call center conversations, has recently grown. Also, users are becoming increasingly acquainted with the concept of the spoken word as a basis on
which media can be searched and browsed. The expectation has arisen
that access to speech media should be as intuitive, reliable and comfortable as access to conventional text media.
The convergence of these four developments has served to change
the playing field. As a result, the present time is one of unprecedented
potential for innovative new applications for SCR that will bring benefit
to a broad range of users. Search engines and retrieval systems that
make use of SCR are better able to connect users with multimedia
items that match their needs for information and content.
This survey is motivated by the recognition of the recent growth in
the potential of SCR and by our aim to contribute to the realization
of that potential. It provides an integrated overview of the techniques
and technologies that are available to design and develop state-of-theart SCR systems. We bring together information from other overviews
on the subject of searching speech [5, 25, 38, 76, 91, 148, 166, 180,
193] as well as from a large number of individual research papers. Our
survey differs from other overviews in that it encompasses a broad range
of application domains and is organized in terms of the overarching
challenges that face SCR.
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The basic technology used for SCR is Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR), which generates text transcripts from spoken audio.
Naı̈vely formulated, SCR can be considered the application of Information Retrieval (IR) techniques to ASR transcripts. The overarching
challenges of SCR present themselves differently in different application domains. This survey takes the position that an SCR system for a
particular application domain will be more effective if careful consideration is given to the integration of ASR and IR. The survey provides
information on when and how to move beyond a naı̈ve combination of
ASR and IR to address the challenges of SCR. Undeniably, ASR has
made considerable progress in recent years. However, developing raw
technologies and computational power alone will not achieve the aim
of making large volumes of speech media content searchable. Rather,
it is necessary to understand the nature of the spoken word, spoken
word collections and the interplay between ASR and IR technologies,
in order to achieve this goal.
Reading the survey. This survey is aimed at the reader with a background in speech technologies or IR who seeks to better understand the
challenges of developing algorithms and designing systems that search
spoken media. It provides a review of the component technologies and
the issues that arise when combining them. Finally, it includes a brief
review of user interaction issues, which are key to truly useful SCR
systems.
The survey can be read sequentially from beginning to end, but is
structured in modules, making it possible to read parts of the survey
selectively:
• The present Introduction defines SCR as it is used in this survey, and differentiates it from related tasks that fall outside
of the survey’s scope. Further, it provides a brief overview of
SCR research, including a summary of the two-decade history of the field of SCR.
• Overview of Spoken Content Indexing and Retrieval begins
with the presentation of a general SCR architecture. For
completeness, a high-level overview of IR techniques is
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•

•

•

•

•

provided. Then, in subsection 2.4, “Challenges for SCR,” we
set out a list of the key challenges faced in designing and
implementing SCR systems. The presentation of SCR techniques and technologies in the remainder of the survey is
motivated by the need to address these key challenges.
Automatic Speech Recognition presents, for completeness, a
high-level overview of human speech and of ASR technology.
Then, issues specific to SCR are addressed in subsection 3.3,
“Aspects of ASR Critical for SCR,” and in subsection 3.4,
“Considerations for the Combination of ASR and IR.” These
subsections focus on specific aspects of ASR and its integration with IR and introduce issues that are covered in greater
depth in the rest of the survey.
Exploiting Automatic Speech Recognition Output presents
techniques used to exploit ASR within an SCR system,
including making use of multiple ASR hypotheses and subword units.
Spoken Content Retrieval beyond ASR Transcripts discusses
how ASR output can be supplemented to improve SCR,
including issues related to extending ASR transcripts effectively and also to structuring and representing speech media.
Accessing Information in Spoken Content addresses issues
involving user interaction with speech media and the presentation of search results to users.
Conclusion and Outlook summarizes the major themes from
a high-level perspective and presents an outlook to the future.

A particularly important feature of this survey is its extensive bibliography, including over 300 references. The bibliography was selected
with the goal of providing a comprehensive selection of entry points
into the literature that would allow further exploration of the issues
covered by this survey.

1.1

Definition of Spoken Content Retrieval (SCR)

In the broad sense, SCR encompasses any approach that aims to
provide users with access to speech media. However, in the narrow
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sense, its goal is much more specific. In SCR, “Retrieval” is used as
it is in IR, namely, to designate the task of automatically returning
content with the aim of satisfying a user information need, expressed
by a user query. SCR involves an interpretation of the user need and a
matching of that need to the speech media. We formalize this concept
with the following definition:
Spoken Content Retrieval is the task of returning
speech media results that are relevant to an information
need expressed as a user query.
Since the emergence of research related to search of speech media,
a number of terms have been used to refer to various tasks and techniques. It is worthwhile highlighting their similarities and differences
here. The term “speech retrieval” (SR) was used in the first IR paper to
treat SCR [87], which explored search of radio news. This form of SCR
soon became generally known as “spoken document retrieval” (SDR).
This term is used to refer to retrieval techniques for collections having
pre-defined document structure, such as stories in broadcast news. As
the field has matured, it has become clear that for many tasks, there
is no pre-defined or natural definition of documents and that the term
SDR is not always appropriate. The term “speech retrieval” [205] was
re-adopted as an umbrella designation for search in collections with and
without document boundaries.
At the same time, the field of “voice search” or “voice retrieval” has
emerged, which is focused on returning results (which may be textual)
to queries that have been spoken by users [285]. In order to clearly
distinguish searching speech tasks from spoken-query tasks, the designation “speech-based information retrieval” is used. This designation
also serves to emphasize that the results returned to the user may
actually have other modalities alongside of spoken content, such as the
visual channel in video [202]. Our choice of “Spoken Content Retrieval”
encompasses both SDR and SR, while keeping the focus clearly on the
spoken word as content, not query, and including not just audio-only
speech content, but rather speech media in its wide array of different
forms, including video.
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1.2

Relationship of SCR to Information Retrieval (IR)

SCR is often characterized as IR performed over text transcripts generated by an ASR system. This survey takes the position that this
characterization is too naı̈ve to be useful in every situation. The extent
to which it is possible to create an SCR system by indexing the output
of an out-of-the-box ASR system using an out-of-the-box IR system
will ultimately depend on the domain of application and the use case,
including the user tasks, the complexity and content of the data, the
types of queries that users issue to the system and the form of results
that they expect to receive in return. In this subsection, we discuss
SCR issues from the IR perspective.

1.2.1

Differences between SCR and IR

Generally speaking, there are several differences between SCR and text
IR that vary to differing degrees depending on the situation. The most
often cited difference between SCR and text IR is the fact that transcriptions generated by ASR systems generally contain errors. This can
mean that an SCR system will often need to make a collection searchable using ASR transcripts that have a high average error rate, sometimes as high as 50%. Under such conditions, SCR cannot be treated as
merely a text IR task since this level of noise in the “text” will impact
on IR effectiveness.
An additional difference is that spoken audio, unlike text, is rarely
structured into logical units such as paragraphs, or even sentences,
meaning that some form of segmentation into retrieval units is often
required prior to entering the data into the retrieval system. Also,
speech is a temporal medium, meaning that a speech signal extends
over a fixed length of time. As a result, accessing raw spoken content is
time consuming and inefficient, meaning that SCR systems must provide visualizations of spoken content in results lists and in playback
interfaces. Such visualizations allow users to scan and access spoken
material efficiently, faster than in real time.
Further, it is important not to overlook the fact that ASR technology can generate information that is not included in standard text
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media. This information can be exploited by the SCR system and
generally comes in several forms. First, each recognized word is accompanied by a time code indicating its position within the speech media.
Second, the ASR system generates acoustic information reflecting the
closeness of the match between a given word and the speech signal
at a particular position. Third, the ASR system generates information
about words that were potentially spoken within the speech signal, but
were not found by the system to be in the most likely transcription of
the signal (so-called multiple hypotheses). Also, when combined with
additional audio analysis technology, an ASR system is able to generate
rich transcripts that contain more information than text. For example, encoding speaker characteristics such as speaker change points,
male/female speaker and identifying the speaker or audio events, such
as applause and laughter. We return to issues relevant to the difference between SCR and IR in Exploiting Automatic Speech Recognition
Output and Spoken Content Retrieval beyond ASR Transcripts.
1.2.2

User Information Needs for SCR

An information need can be defined as the reason for which the user
turns to a search engine [57]. In our case, the information need is the
reason why the user turns to an SCR system. The information need can
be thought of as the set of characteristics that an item must possess in
order for it to satisfy the requirement that motivated the user to engage
in a search activity. In general, the sorts of characteristics desired by
users determine the approaches that are best deployed by the SCR
system. Assumptions about the nature of user needs inform the design
process of an SCR system. The more explicit these assumptions can
be made, the more likely the SCR system will succeed in fulfilling user
needs. For example, if it is safe to assume that users will be satisfied
with segments of audio in which a speaker has pronounced the query
term or terms, then the SCR system should be implemented as a system
that detects the location of mentions of specific spoken terms. From this
most basic “finding mention” type of speech search, systems should
grow more complex, only to the extent that it is necessary in order to
meet the user needs.
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In [298], it is noted that speech retrieval systems have conventionally
paid little attention to user requirements. Here, we mention a handful
of examples of research papers on systems, which give a clear statement of the nature of the user need that the systems are designed
to handle. An early example is the voice message routing application
in [231], which specifies that the system is intended to sort voice messages or route incoming customer telephone calls to customer service
areas. In [94], the design of an SCR system for a large oral history
archive is described. User requirement studies were performed that
made use of actual requests that had been submitted to the archives
and also of the literature concerning how historians work with oral history transcripts. In [21], a user study is conducted for the domain of
podcasts, and five different user goals in podcast search are identified
and used as the basis for evaluation of an SCR system.
The reasons that motivate users to turn to speech search are diverse.
It is arguable that the range of user search goals for SCR is larger
than for traditional text-based IR. Consider the example query, taxes
lipreading. Two possible information needs behind this query are:
“Find results discussing George Bush’s famous quote, Read my lips, no
new taxes” and “Find items discussing recent decisions by the Federal
Communications Commission to impose a fee on Video Relay Service
for the deaf.” It is clear that the query either under-specifies or misspecifies the information need and that the IR system will have a serious
burden of query interpretation. However, the possibilities are multiplied
if the collection to be searched contains speech media rather than text.
In addition to these two information needs, the following could also be
possible, “Find items in which a speaker pronounces the phrase Read
my lips, no new taxes” and “Find a recording of the original speech in
which Bush said Read my lips, no new taxes.”
In order to satisfy user information needs, an SCR system must
also fulfill user interaction requirements. In general, it is not sufficient
that the SCR system returns items that are good matches to the user
information need. Rather, the system must also present an item in a
way that also convinces users that it is a good match. Users do not
examine all results in detail, and are very likely to skip over results
that, at the first glance, look like they will not be useful. The effect is
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particularly egregious in the case of SCR, due to the time that it takes
to “listen-in” to particular spoken content hits or view individual segments of video. We will return to these issues in more detail in Spoken
Content Retrieval beyond ASR Transcripts and Accessing Information
in Spoken Content.

1.3

Relationship of SCR to Speech Recognition

In this subsection, we discuss SCR issues from the ASR perspective.
Speech recognition research naturally falls into two main branches. The
first branch, called Speech Understanding (SU), is devoted to developing dialogue systems capable of carrying on conversations with humans
for the purpose of, for example, providing train schedule information.
The second branch is arguably the more closely related to SCR and has
performed research in the “listening typewriter” speech transcription
paradigm. Under this paradigm, given a stream of speech, the goal of
the ASR system is to generate a transcript of the words spoken, equivalent to one that would be made by a human sitting at a typewriter.
In this paradigm, the ASR system should operate as independently
as possible from the domain or the topic of speech. By contrast, SU
systems typically operate in highly constrained domains and involve
complex models intended to capture and exploit the semantic intent of
the speaker.
Recently, the field of ASR has been moving away from the “listening
typewriter” paradigm and towards forms of speech output that are
specifically designed to provide indexing terms (words and phrases)
that can be used as the basis of SCR. Early systems used a fixed set
of keywords and identified spoken instances of these keywords in the
speech stream, a task referred to as “wordspotting” [301]. Further development in this area was devoted to dropping the restriction that the
keywords must be specified in advance [122]. More recently, the keyword spotting paradigm has attracted renewed interest dedicated to
creating efficient systems capable of handling large amounts of spoken
content. For such systems, the designation “Spoken Term Detection”
(STD) is generally applied [199]. The STD task returns instances of
particular words being pronounced within the speech stream. A related
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task, Spoken Utterance Retrieval (SUR), involves returning short documents in which specific words are pronounced. If STD or SUR is used
to search for particular query words, it can be considered a form of
speech search, or even retrieval. However, STD and SUR are, in and of
themselves, blind to larger meaning. In other words, systems designed
to carry out these tasks make no attempt to match results with an
underlying need for a specific sort of content (e.g., content on a particular topic) expressed by the user query. In order to match speech media
and user needs, SCR is necessary. In the next subsection, we develop a
systematic comparison between tasks closely related to ASR and those
that are from core SCR tasks.

1.4

SCR and Other “Searching Speech” Tasks

It is possible to identify a large range of “searching speech” tasks that
are similar to SCR in that they can be characterized by the same surface
form (i.e., matching a string to speech content) and also make use of
the same underlying technology (i.e., ASR). These tasks are related to
SCR, but are distinct from the core case of SCR that is the topic of
this survey. We distinguish between four different tasks, summarized
in Table 1.1, that have the same surface form as SCR and make use of
ASR technology.
The four tasks are broken down along two dimensions. The first
dimension involves how the system addresses the user need, that is,
the criteria by which the match between the user query and the spoken
content items is determined. In a “finding mentions” type task, the

Table 1.1.

ASR-based search takes the form of four tasks, involving two dimensions.
User need known
at indexing time

User need known
at search time

System addresses need by finding
mentions
(words or phrases)

wordspotting

spoken term
detection (STD)

System addresses need by finding
relevant content
(documents, segments, entry points)

classification
filtering

spoken content
retrieval (SCR)
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user inputs a query and the system returns occurrences of the query
string found within the ASR transcript. This type of task includes
wordspotting, STD and SUR. In a “finding mentions” task, a hit is
considered to be a successful match to the query if it contains the
words or the query string pronounced in the speech stream. A mention
can be returned as a result to the user in the form of either a timepoint (i.e., for STD) or a larger item containing that string (i.e., for
SUR). In a “finding content” task, the user inputs a query and the
system returns items that either treat the topic specified by that query
or fit the description of that query. We consider the core case of SCR
to be “finding content” tasks. The importance of the “finding content”
SCR task is also emphasized in [38], which refers to it as “evaluating
performance from a document retrieval point of view” (p. 42).
It is important to recognize that for a “finding mentions” task and
for a “finding content” task the input string (i.e., the query) can be
identical. The difference lies in how the retrieval system interprets the
information need behind this query. A simple example illustrates the
difference. Under an SCR scenario, the retrieval system would respond
to the query volcanic ash, by providing results that explain the properties, causes and effects of volcanic ash. If a speaker utters the sentence, “The organizers put together a diverse and interesting program
and the Future Internet Assembly was a great success, despite air
travel interruption due to volcanic ash,” the appearance of the phrase
“volcanic ash” in that utterance would not necessarily be sufficient to
constitute relevance for an SCR result. The topic of this utterance is
the Future Internet Assembly, and it is likely to be more directly relevant to queries concerning this event. Under an STD scenario, however,
this phrase would clearly be relevant to the query volcanic ash since
it contains the spoken phrase “volcanic ash.” If the system failed to
return this occurrence as a result, the STD system would be considered to have failed to retrieve a relevant result.
The second dimension involves prior availability of the information
concerning the requests to which the system is expected to provide a
response. The first category under this dimension comprises tasks that
have information about the user need at indexing time, that is, at the
moment at which indexing features for the spoken content items are
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generated. Early wordspotting systems are “finding mention” systems,
which fall into this category. Here, the information need is fixed in the
form of a list of terms that must be found in the spoken content stream.
As noted earlier, for such wordspotting systems, this list must be known
at “ASR-time,” that is, the moment at which the ASR transcripts are
produced. Spoken content classification and filtering systems also fall
into this category. Here, the information need is constituted by a topic
class and the system is provided in advance with a list of classes it is
expected to identify. The classification system judges the content of the
speech media items and makes a decision on whether or not each item
belongs to a class. Note that spoken content classification is a “finding content” type task, thus mention of the name of the class (e.g.,
“cooking”) in the speech media item is not enough to guarantee membership in that class. The item must actually treat subject material that
belongs to that topical class. Typically, labeled training data are used to
train classifiers that are able to separate in-class from out-of-class items.
The second category under this dimension comprises tasks for
which no information about the user need or query is available until
search time. Early wordspotting systems quickly evolved into keyword
spotting systems that required no advance knowledge of the query.
Currently, keyword spotting techniques are researched in the context
of either STD or SUR. The core case of SCR is a “finding content” task
in which there is no information available in advance. In sum, although
SCR is clearly related to other “searching speech” tasks, it is distinct
in that it involves responding to the information need, i.e., the topical
specification or the item description, represented by an ad hoc query
posed by the user.
“Searching speech” tasks also differ according to whether the spoken
content collection is treated as static, or relatively static, or whether
it involves a steady stream of incoming spoken content. Thus far, we
have discussed tasks that involve a static collection, one that does not
grow over time. In another scenario, the collection is dynamic, that is,
new speech content is constantly arriving and the goal of the system is
to make a judgment about the incoming stream. Such a task is referred
to as information filtering or media monitoring. The information need
can consist of finding mention, or it can consist of identifying topics.
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If new topics must be discovered within the stream, the task is often
referred to as Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) [4].
It is important to note that although the tasks in Table 1.1 cannot
all be considered core cases of SCR, they all make an important
contribution to SCR. As has been noted, these tasks are all “searching
speech” tasks, that is, they are related via their surface form and their
use of ASR. However, there is a further connection that motivates
us to include discussion of these tasks in this survey: these tasks can
be used as sub-components of an SCR system whose function it is to
extract indexing features that will be used for the purposes of retrieval.
We will return to mention these tasks again in Exploiting Automatic
Speech Recognition Output and Spoken Content Retrieval beyond ASR
Transcripts.
1.4.1

Other Tasks Related to SCR

We now proceed to briefly treat two other tasks that are often mentioned in the context of searching speech, but which do not fall into
the scope of this survey.
Spoken queries/Query by example. Spoken queries can be used
to query either a text collection or a speech media collection. In
either case, if the query is short, a word error in the query can be
difficult to compensate for. Systems that accept spoken queries are
often referred to as “voice search” systems. Work on spoken queries
includes [15, 151, 285]. Research comparing spoken to written queries
is described in [56, 191]. Finally, a technique that bears affinity with
spoken query techniques is query by example [188, 262]. Here the
information need of the user is specified with a sample of the types of
documents that are relevant and the system returns documents that
match these samples on the basis of spoken content. Techniques in
which the user need is expressed as speech are clearly relevant for SCR,
but will not be treated as part of the material covered in this survey.
Question answering. The task of question answering (QA) involves
extracting the answer to a user’s question from an information source.
There has been very extensive work on QA from text sources in recent
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years. However, there is also interest in developing QA for spoken
data. For example QA for lectures and meetings has been reported
in [55, 233], while [310] describes research on video news QA. QA for
spoken data can utilize many of the methods developed for text QA.
However, as with the application of any natural language processing
techniques to speech, the noise in ASR transcripts must be taken into
account. This may require methods to be simplified for application to
speech data. In terms of answer presentation, this could simply make
use of the ASR transcript. Alternatively a portion of the audio could be
played back. In the case of the latter option, the potential need to provide context to enable the user to understand what is being said must be
taken into account. Question answering is also quite evidently related
to SCR.

1.5

A Brief Overview of SCR Research

Research in SCR and its underlying technologies has been ongoing for
more than twenty years. During this time many techniques have been
proposed and explored for different tasks and datasets. This subsection
begins with a brief chronological history of SCR research from its birth
to the present. We then offer an overview of some application areas and
a brief discussion of SCR research for different languages of the world.
Our objective here is both to present a historical perspective of the
development of SCR and to highlight the key technological innovations
at each point.
1.5.1

The History of SCR Research

The history of SCR research falls relatively neatly into four different
eras. Each new era brought new tasks, new algorithms and new initiatives to strengthen the SCR research community.
The first era can be thought of as Proto-SCR and its heyday was in
the early 1990s. Key examples of work conducted in this era are [230,
231] from MIT Lincoln Labs and [301] from Xerox PARC. Modern
large-vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) had not yet
emerged onto the scene, and systems addressed the task of filtering
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voice messages by using wordspotting techniques, which recognized a
small set of words within the speech stream. In [230, 231], the task
is referred to in the literature as “information retrieval,” but it differs
from the concept of IR as understood by the IR research community. In
this work, topics or speech message classes were defined ahead of time
and not at the time at which the system was queried. Instead, this task
is more akin to “information filtering” (cf. subsection 1.4) than SCR.
We call the second era the Dawn of SCR. This era arguably began
with the 1992 publication of [87], a description of a prototype “System
for Retrieving Speech Documents” at ETH Zürich. The prototype
made use of subword indexing features and, critically, information
about the queries or the information needs of the users did not have to
be available to the system in advance. Other systems dating from this
era also accepted ad hoc queries from users. The year 1994 saw the
publication of [122], which proposed a wordspotting approach based
on phonetic lattices that made it possible to carry out vocabularyindependent wordspotting after recognition. If an LVCSR system alone
is used to transcribe the spoken content, the index of the SCR system
will be limited to containing those words occurring in the vocabulary
of the recognizer. Phone Lattice Spotting (PLS) made possible
vocabulary independent SCR and was exploited by subsequent work
at Cambridge University [27, 120, 121]. An important result to emerge
was that the vocabulary independence of PLS could be combined with
the robustness of LVCSR to obtain improved SCR results [132]. This
era was characterized by research conducted in isolation at individual
research sites. During this era, the first systems for broadcast news
retrieval were an important development, especially the Informedia
system at Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) [105]. The Informedia
project established the first large scale digital video search system,
with its search driven by a combination of manually-generated closed
captions and LVCSR transcriptions.
The SCR research scene changed dramatically with the beginning of
what we refer to as the Rise of the SCR benchmark. This era dates from
1997, the year the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) [277] offered the
first SDR task. Research sites emerged from isolation as they began
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working on the same data sets and tasks within the framework of
benchmark initiatives. This focus made it possible to compare results
across algorithms and across sites. The TREC tasks provoked a variety
of research into methods to improve SCR effectiveness, notably the
value of query expansion [306] for SCR and an exploration of document expansion [251]. This era drew to a close with the publication in
2000 of [82], which broadly concluded that the problems of SCR, as
defined in terms of retrieval of spoken documents, were either solved or
sufficiently well characterized to be addressed without significant further research effort. Remaining challenges were identified as involving
more complex tasks, such as question answering or spoken queries, or
extending the environment to multimedia video search.
The present era can be characterized as the era of Spontaneous, conversational speech. It can be considered to have begun in 2001, with a
workshop entitled “Information Retrieval Techniques for Speech Applications” [53] organized at the ACM SIGIR (Special Interest Group on
Information Retrieval) Conference, at which the keynote speaker [3]
pointed out that TREC SDR had focused on long documents and
long queries, in contrast to the shorter queries or shorter documents
characterizing many of the new SCR use scenarios. In such scenarios, the importance of speech recognition error could rise enormously.
Arguably, however, the era of spontaneous, conversational speech did
not get under way until there was also a spontaneous, conversational
benchmark task available to provide researchers with material to experiment and compare results. In 2005, a Spoken Retrieval track organized
within the Cross-Language Evaluation Forum (CLEF) used a large,
challenging corpus of interview data [205]. In 2008, a video retrieval
track was founded within CLEF, which later developed into an independent benchmark called MediaEval. This benchmark offers tasks that
make use of user-contributed speech media collected from the Internet [156, 160]. The TREC Video Retrieval Evaulation (TRECVid)
benchmark [255] has conventionally focused on the visual relevance
of video to user queries, but makes use of ASR transcripts and has
recently expanded the notions of relevance that it explores. A further evaluation involving search of informal speech was introduced in
2011 at the 9th NTCIR: NII Testbeds and Community for Information
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access Research Evaluation Workshop, where the SpokenDoc track
had STD and SCR tasks focused on searching a corpus of Japanese
lectures [1].
1.5.2

Use Scenarios

SCR has been applied in a range of different application areas. Initially, the dominant application was access to broadcast news data.
This research first investigated radio news [87, 121] and later television
news in the Informedia project [105]. It formed the basis of the TREC
SDR datasets [82]. Broadcast media reports involve a combination of
scripted and unscripted material, however, they are well-behaved in
the sense that the topical scope is limited and they have an underlying
structure that is readily identifiable.
Another area that received considerable attention in the early
phases of SCR research was voice mail. Both the SCANMail
project [297, 298] and the Video Mail Retrieval using Voice
project [27, 132] focused on search of spoken mail messages. Of
particular note are the studies at AT&T that explored users’ interaction with audio content from a cognitive perspective. These studies
investigated, for example, people’s poor ability in recalling details
in spoken content, such as answering machine messages [112, 113].
Understanding how people actually interact most effectively without
audio material is crucial to the success of SCR systems.
Other application areas involve less planned, more spontaneous
speech or speech that is produced within the context of a conversation
or other less formal settings. Search of this less well-planned content
has formed the basis of more recent work in SCR. Examples include
search of meetings, [23, 150], call center recordings [176], collections
of interviews [33, 61], historical archives [100], lectures [86], podcasts
[207], and political speeches [2].
In [38], it is noted that the best method for indexing audio data can
differ according to the goal of the retrieval system. For this reason, a
good understanding of the underlying use scenario will translate into
a more highly effective SCR system. Differences between use scenarios
encompass both differences between user needs and differences between
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the underlying spoken content collection, in terms of language, speaking
style, topic, stability and structure.
1.5.3

Languages of the World

With the notable exception of the work at ETH Zürich [87, 88],
the early work on SCR was devoted to English language spoken
content. Retrieval of English language content is relatively simple,
since features to be searched in the form of words are readily available.
Some pre-processing in the form of stemming, see Overview of Spoken
Content Indexing and Retrieval, can be used to match different word
forms, but the features themselves are easily identified. This is not the
case for many other languages. For example compounding languages
(e.g., German and Dutch) express semantically complex concepts using
single lexical words. These must often be de-compounded to constitute
simpler words for search. Still more challenging are agglutinative languages (e.g., Turkish and Finnish), which have enormous vocabularies
resulting from the combination of a relatively small set of morphemes
with a vocabulary of stems. Extracting suitable search features for
these languages can be a complex process. In the case of languages
like Chinese, where whitespace is not used to delimit words in written
language, segmentation methods are required. Generally, a separate
ASR system must be deployed for every language that is to be included
in a spoken content index. An ASR system for a new language involves
a large implementation effort and in some cases an optimization of the
basic design of the ASR system. These issues are addressed in greater
depth in Exploiting Automatic Speech Recognition Output.
Although much of the research discussed in this survey has been
carried out for English-language spoken content, we would like to
emphasize the importance of considering the full scope and variety
of human languages for research and development in SCR. Research
on SCR for non-English languages is gaining in volume. Coverage
for a number of languages has been relatively strong. Work on nonEnglish SCR includes: Chinese [283], German [155, 241], Italian [71],
French [84], Dutch [212], Finnish [153], Czech [200], Japanese [167], and
Turkish [8].
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Cross-language speech retrieval combines SCR with machine translation techniques in order to give users querying in one language access
to speech collections in another language. Such a system is helpful for
users who have passive knowledge of a language, and would be able
to derive benefit from listening to or watching speech media in that
language, but whose knowledge is not advanced enough to allow them
to formulate queries. As noted by [133], scenarios for cross-language
speech retrieval include cases in which the collection contains multiple
languages or accepts queries formulated in multiple languages. Early
work in the area of cross-language SCR includes [216], which describes a
system that accepts a textual query in French and returns spoken German broadcast news stories. Much of the work on cross-language speech
retrieval has been carried out within the CLEF [217]. Other important
work includes that on Mandarin Chinese/English cross-language speech
retrieval [183].
Now we turn to a more detailed overview of spoken content indexing
and retrieval, including a high-level overview of IR techniques, which
will allow us to formulate a list of the key challenges faced when designing and implementing SCR systems.
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